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Abstract - In this informative age, we find many documents are 
available in digital forms which need classification of the text. 
For solving this major problem present researchers focused 
on machine learning techniques: a general inductive process 
automatically builds a classifier by learning, from a set of pre 
classified documents, the characteristics of the categories. 
The main benefit of the present approach is consisting in the 
manual definition of a classifier by domain experts where 
effectiveness, less use of expert work and straightforward 
portability to different domains are possible. The paper 
examines the main approaches to text categorization 
comparing the machine learning paradigm and present state 
of the art. Various issues pertaining to three different text 
similarity problems, namely, semantic, conceptual and 
contextual are also discussed.  
Keywords : Text Mining, Text Categorization, Text 
Classification, Text Clustering. 
I. Introduction 
ext categorization, the activity of labeling natural 
language texts with thematic categories from a set 
arranged in advance has accumulated an 
important status in the information systems field, due to 
because of augmentation of availability of documents in 
digital form and the confirms need to access them in 
easy ways.. Currently text categorization is applied in 
many contexts, ranging from document indexing 
depending on a managing vocabulary, to document 
filtering, automated metadata creation, vagueness of 
word sense, population of and in general any 
application needs document organization or chosen and 
adaptive document execution. These days text 
categorization is a discipline at the crossroads of ML 
and IR, and it claims a number of characteristics with 
other tasks like information/ knowledge pulling from 
texts and text mining [39, 40]. “Text mining” is mostly 
used to represent all the tasks that, by analyzing large 
quantities of text and identifying usage patterns, try to 
extract probably helpful (although only probably correct) 
information. Concentrating on the above opinion, text 
categorization is an illustration of text mining. Along with 
the main point of the paper that is (i) the automatic 
assignment of documents to a predetermined set of 
categories, (ii) the automatic reorganization of such a 
set of categories [41], or (iii) the automatic  identification  
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of such a set of categories and the grouping of 
documents under each categories [42], a task generally 
called text clustering, or (iv) any activity of placing text 
items into groups, a task that has two text categorization 
and text clustering as certain illustrations [43]. The agile 
developments of online information, text categorization 
become one of the key techniques for dealing and 
arranging text data.  
Text categorization techniques are helpful in to 
classifying news stories, discovering intriguing 
information on the WWW, and to guide a user's search 
through hypertext. Since constructing text classifiers 
manually is difficult and time-taking so it is beneficial of 
learning classifiers through instances.  
II. Text categorization 
The main aim of text categorization is the 
classification of documents into a fixed number of 
predetermined categories. Every document will be either 
in multiple, or single, or no category at all. Utilizing 
machine learning, the main purpose is to learn 
classifiers through instances which perform the category 
assignments automatically. This is a monitored learning 
problem. Avoiding the overlapping of categories every 
category is considered as a isolated binary classification 
problem.  
Coming to the process the first step in text 
categorization is to transform documents, which 
typically are strings of characters, into a representation 
opt for the learning algorithm and the classification task. 
The research in information retrieval advices that word 
stems performs like representation units where their 
ordering in a document is not a major for many tasks 
which leads to an attribute value representation of text. 
Every distinct word has a feature, with the number of 
times word occurs in the document as its value. For 
eliminating dispensable feature vectors, words are taken 
as features only if they occur in the training data at least 
3 times and if they are not "stop-words" (like "and", "or", 
etc. ).  
The representation scheme giuides to very high-
dimensional feature spaces consisting of more than 
10000 dimensions. Many have recognized that the need 
for feature collection and choice is to make the use of 
conventional learning methods possible, to develop 
generalization accuracy, and to avoid "over fitting". The 
recommendation of [11], the information accumulated 
T 
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criterion are used in the paper to choose a subset of 
features.  
Subsequently, from IR it is clear that scaling the 
dimensions of the feature vector with their inverse 
document frequency (IDF) [8] develops performance. At 
present the "tfc" variant is used. To abstract from 
different document lengths, each document feature 
vector is reduced to unit length.  
III. Taxonomy of Text Classification 
process 
Sebastiani discussed a wonderful review of text 
classification domain [25]. Hence, in the present work 
along with the brief description of the text classification a 
few recent works than those in Sebastiani’s article 
including few articles which are not mentioned by 
Sebastiani are also discussed. In Figure 1 the graphical 
representation of the Text Classification process is 
shown.  
 
Fig. 1:
 
Taxonomy of the Text Classification Process
 
The task of building a classifier for documents 
does not vary from other tasks of Machine Learning. The 
main point is the representation of a document [16]. 
One special certainty of the text categorization problem 
is that the number of features (unique words or phrases) 
reaches orders of tens of thousands flexibly. This 
develops big hindrances in applying many sophisticated 
learning algorithms to the text categorization, so 
dimension reduction methods are used which can be 
used either in choosing a subset of the original features 
[3], or transforming the features into new ones, that is, 
adding new features 10]. We checked the two in turn in 
Section 3 and Section 4. Upon completion of former 
phases a Machine Learning algorithm can be applied. 
Some algorithms have been proven to perform better in 
Text Classification tasks is often used as Support Vector 
Machines. In the present section a brief description of 
recent modification of learning algorithms in order to be 
applied in Text Classification is explained. Most of the 
methods that are using to examine the performance of a 
machine learning algorithms in Text Classification are 
expatiated in next section.  
a) Tokenization 
The process of breaking a stream of text up into 
tokens that is words, phrases, symbols, or other 
meaningful elements is called Tokenization where the 
list of tokens is input to the next processing of text 
classification.  
Generally, tokenization occurs at the word level. 
Nevertheless, it is not easy to define the meaning of the 
"word". Where a tokenize process responds on simple 
heuristics, for instance:  
All contiguous strings of alphabetic characters 
are part of one token; similarly with numbers. Tokens are 
divided by whitespace characters, like a space or line 
break, or by punctuation characters. Punctuation and 
whitespace may or may not be added in the resulting list 
of tokens. In languages like English (and most 
programming languages) words are separated by 
whitespace, this approach is straightforward. Still, 
tokenization is tough for languages with no word 
boundaries like Chinese. [1] Simple whitespace-
delimited tokenization also shows toughness in word 
collocations like New York which must be considered as 
single token. Some ways to mention this problem are by 
improving more complex heuristics, querying a table of 
common collocations, or fitting the tokens to a language 
model that identifies collocations in a next processing.  
b) Stemming 
In linguistic morphology and information 
collection, stemming is the process for decreasing 
deviated (or sometimes derived) words to their stem, 
original form. The stem need not be identical to the 
morphological root of the word; it is usually enough if it 
is concern words map of similar stem, even if this stem 
is not a valid root. In computer science algorithms for 
stemming have been studied since 1968. Many search 
engines consider words with the similar stem as 
synonyms as a kind of query broadening, a process 
called conflation.  
c) Stop word removal 
Typically in computing, stop words are filtered 
out prior to the processing of natural language data 
(text) which is managed by man but not a machine. A 
prepared list of stop words do not exist which can be 
used by every tool. Though any stop word list is used by 
any tool in order to support the phrase search the list is 
ignored.  
Any group of words can be selected as the stop 
words for a particular cause. For a few search 
machines, these is a list of common words, short 
function words, like the, is, at, which and on that create 
problems in performing text mining phrases that consist 
them. Therefore it is needed to eliminate stop words 
©  2012 Global Journals Inc.  (US)
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contains lexical words, like "want" from phrases to raise 
performance.  
d) Vector representation of the documents 
Vector denotation of the documents is an 
algebraic model for symbolizing text documents (and 
any objects, in general) as vectors of identifiers, like, for 
example, index terms which will be utilized in information 
filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevancy 
rankings where its primary use is in the SMART 
Information Retrieval System.  
A sequence of words is called a document [16]. 
Thus every document is generally denoted by an array 
of words. The group of all the words of a training group 
is called vocabulary, or feature set. Thus a document 
can be produced by a binary vector, assigning the value 
1 if the document includes the feature-word or 0 if there 
is no word in the document. 
 
e)
 
Feature Selection and Transformation
 
The main objective of feature-selection methods 
is to decrease of the dimensionality
 
of the dataset by 
eliminating features that are not related for the 
classification [6]. The transformation procedure is 
explained for presenting a number of benefits, involving 
tiny dataset size, tiny computational needs for the text 
categorization algorithms (especially those that do not 
scale well with the feature set size) and comfortable 
shrinking of the search space. The goal is to reduce the 
curse of dimensionality to yield developed classification 
perfection. The other advantage of feature selection
 
is 
its quality to decrease over fitting, i. e. the phenomenon 
by which a classifier is tuned also to the contingent 
characteristics of the training data rather than the 
constitutive characteristics of the categories, and 
therefore, to augment generalization. 
Feature Transformation differs considerably 
from Feature Selection approaches, but like them its aim 
is to decrease the feature set volume [10]. The 
approach does not weight terms in order to neglect the 
lower weighted but compacts the vocabulary based on 
feature concurrencies. 
 
IV.
 
Assortment of Machine learning 
algorithms for Text Classification
 
After feature opting and transformation the 
documents can be flexibly denoted in a form that can be 
utilized by a ML algorithm. Most of the text classifiers 
adduced in the literature utilizing machine learning 
techniques, probabilistic models, etc. They regularly 
vary in the approach taken are decision trees, naıve-
Bayes, rule induction, neural networks, nearest 
neighbors, and lately, support vector machines. Though 
most of the approaches adduced, automated text 
classification is however a major area of research first 
due to the effectiveness of present automated text 
classifiers is not errorless and nevertheless require 
development.  
Naive Bayes is regularly utilized in text 
classification applications and experiments due to its 
easy and effectiveness [14]. Nevertheless, its 
performance is reduced due to it does not model text. 
Schneider addressed the problems and display that 
they can be resolved by a few plain corrections [24]. 
Klopotek and Woch presented results of empirical 
evaluation of a Bayesian multinet classifier depending 
on a novel method of learning very large tree-like 
Bayesian networks [15]. The study advices that tree-like 
Bayesian networks are able to deal a text classification 
task in one hundred thousand variables with sufficient 
speed and accuracy.  
When Support vector machines (SVM), are 
applied to text classification supplying excellent 
precision, but less recollection. Customizing SVMs 
means to develop recollect which helps in adjusting the 
origin associated with an SVM. Shanahan and Roma 
explained an automatic process for adjusting the 
thresholds of generic SVM [26] for improved results. 
Johnson et al. explained a fast decision tree 
construction algorithm that receives benefits of the 
sparse text data, and a rule simplification method that 
translates the decision tree into a logically equivalent 
rule set [9].  
Lim introduced a method which raises 
performance of kNN based text classification by utilizing 
calculated parameters [18]. Some variants of the kNN 
method with various decision functions, k values, and 
feature sets are also introduced and evaluated to 
discover enough parameters.  
For immediate document classification, Corner 
classification (CC) network, feed forward neural network 
is used. A training algorithm, TextCC is introduced in 
[34]. The complexity of of text classification tasks 
generally varies. As the number of different classes 
augments as of complexity and hence the training set 
size is required. In multi-class text classification task, 
unavoidable some classes are a bit harder than others 
to classify. Reasons for this are: very few positive 
training examples for the class, and lack of good 
forecasting features for that class.  
When training a binary classifier per category in 
text categorization, we use all the documents in the 
training corpus that has the category as related training 
data and all the documents in the training corpus that 
are of the other categories are non related training data. 
It is a regular case that there is an overwhelming number 
of non related training documents specially when there 
is high number of categories with every allotted to a tiny 
documents, which is an “imbalanced data problem". 
This problem gives a certain risk to classification 
algorithms, which can accomplish perfection by simply 
classifying every example as negative. To resolve this 
problem, cost sensitive learning is required [5].  
© 2012 Global Journals Inc.  (US)
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A scalability analysis of a number of classifiers 
in text categorization is shown in [32]. Vinciarelli 
introduces categorization experiments performed over 
noisy texts [31]. With this noisy that any text got through 
an extraction process (affected by errors) from media 
other than digital texts (e.g. transcriptions of speech 
recordings extracted with a recognition system). The 
performance of the categorization system over the clean 
and noisy (Word Error Rate between ~10 and ~50 
percent) versions of the similar documents is compared. 
The noisy texts are got through Handwriting Recognition 
and simulation of Optical Character Recognition where 
the results show less performance which is agreeable.  
Other authors [36] also presented to parallelize and 
distribute the process of text classification. With such a 
procedure, the performance of classifiers can be 
developed in two ways that is accuracy and time 
complexity.  
Of late in the area of Machine Learning the 
concept of combining classifiers is introduced as a new 
path for the development of the performance of single 
classifiers. Numerous methods advised for the creation 
of ensemble of classifiers. Mechanisms utilized to 
construct ensemble of classifiers consists of three 
issues. They are 1) Using various subset of training data 
with a one learning method, ii) Using various training 
parameters with a one training method (e. g. using 
different initial weights for each neural network in an 
ensemble), iii) Using various learning methods. In the 
context of combining multiple classifiers for text 
categorization, a number of researchers said that 
combination of various classifiers develops classification 
perfection [1], [29].  
Comparison between the best individual 
classifier and the combined method, it is find that the 
performance of the combined method is greater [2]. 
Nardiello et al. [21] also presented algorithms in the 
family of "boosting"-based learners for automated text 
classification with good results.  
V. Current State of the art 
Frunza, O et al[44] applied machine learning 
based text categorization for disease treatment relations 
titled “A Machine Learning Approach for Identifying 
Disease-Treatment Relations in Short Texts”. With the 
reference of their proposal the authors debated that The 
Machine Learning (ML) field has won place in almost 
any domain of research and of lately become a reliable 
tool in the medical field. The empirical domain of 
automatic learning is used in tasks like medical decision 
support, medical imaging, protein-protein interaction, 
extraction of medical knowledge, and for total patient 
management care. ML
 
is pursued as a tool by which 
computer-based systems can be combined with 
healthcare field in order to get a better, more efficient 
medical care. 
 
The two tasks that are undertaken in presented 
model [44] supplied the basis for the design of an 
information technology framework has capacity to find 
and separate healthcare information. The first task made 
to find and extracts informative sentences on diseases 
and treatments topics, while the second one prepared 
to perform a finer grained classification of these 
sentences according to the semantic relations that 
presents between diseases and treatments.  
The task of sentence selection discovers 
sentences from Medline published abstracts that talk 
about diseases and treatments. The task is sameto a 
scan of sentences contained in the abstract of an article 
in order to present to the user-only sentences that are 
found as including related information (disease- 
treatment information).  
The task of relation identification has a deeper 
semantic dimension and it emphasized on finding 
disease-treatment relations in the sentences already 
choosen as being informative (e. g., task 1 is applied 
first). The training set is utilized to train the ML algorithm 
and the test set to test its performance.  
Separately from the work of Rosario and Hearst 
[49], introduces [44] the annotations of the data set are 
utilizes to generate a hard task (task 1). It finds 
informative sentences that include information about 
diseases and treatments and semantic relations, versus 
non informative sentences. This permits to observe the 
excellence NLP and ML techniques can mingle with the 
task of discovering informative sentences, or in other 
words, they can remove out sentences that are related 
to medical diseases and treatments.  
In this present model [44] the authors pointed 
on a few relations of interest and tried to find how the 
predictive model and representation technique work out 
good results. The task of discovering the semantic 
relations is as follows: Three models are constructed. 
Every model is focused on one relation and can 
distinguish sentences that contain the relation from 
sentences that do not. This setting is similar to a two-
class classification task in which instances are labeled 
either with the relation in question (Positive label) or with 
non relevant information (Negative label);One model is 
built, to differentiate the three relations in a three-class 
classification task so that every sentence is named with 
one of the semantic relations. Utilizing the pipeline of 
tasks, we avoid some faults that can be proposed 
because of the truth that is considered uninformative 
sentences as potential data during classifying 
sentences directly into semantic relations. It is believed 
that this is a solution for discovering and separating 
related information made to a special semantic relation 
due to the second task is endeavoring to a finer grained 
classification of the sentences that already include 
information about the relations of interest.  
Observation: Probabilistic models are standard 
and reliable for tasks performed on short texts in the 
©  2012 Global Journals Inc.  (US)
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medical domain. It is find potential developments in 
results when more information is brought in the 
representation technique for the task of classifying short 
medical texts. The second task that mentioned can be 
seen as a task that could get advantage from solving 
the first task first. Also, to perform a triage of the 
sentences (task 1) for a relation classification task is 
paramount step. Probabilistic models mixed with a 
representation technique bring the best results. This 
work seems to be quite effective text classification using 
machine learning to extract the relations semantically 
between the treatments. And it is quite clear that the 
model is not considering the context and conceptual 
issues to derive the relations between treatment 
relations.  
For the preparation of text classifiers a new 
methodology which combines the distribution clustering 
of words and a learning technique was proposed by Al-
Mubaid et al [45]. Al-Mubaid et al [50] opines that task 
of categorization becomes difficult if the content of the 
document has high dimensionality. He proposes that, 
this difficulty of high dimensionality can be resolved by 
feature clustering which is more effective than the 
current technique i. E feature selection. Thus the new 
method utilizes distributional clustering method (IB) to 
classify and cluster the given documents. And Lsquare 
is used for training text classifiers. From the experiments 
on few training texts As of the results those contrasted 
with SVM on correct experimental situation with a little 
number of training articles on three benchmark data 
grops WebKB, 20Newsgroup, and Reuters- 21578, the 
projected technique accomplished comparable 
classification accuracy. The new method proposed is as 
follows 
This new model follows a good feature 
clustering techniques and a learning algorithm Lsquare 
which is logic based. This approach depends on the 
methodology where the text is presented by forming 
different clusters from the input data set and text 
classifiers are developed by using the Lsquare [51].  
Word Features and Feature Clustering: In the 
vector representation every word in the text corresponds 
to a feature, henceforth leading to the high 
dimensionality of the document. By forming the clusters 
alike words i.e word clustering, high dimensionality of a 
text is minimized. Distributional clustering of words [52], 
[53], [54], [55], [56] is said to be the most successful to 
get the word clustering for TC. Every feature is a cluster 
alike words. For word feature techniques [53], feature 
clustering is more effective and useful when compared 
to the feature selection.  
Since big quantity of lexis is brought into a 
group in the word clusters the necessity for feature 
selection automatically gets reduced. Since large 
number of words is brought into a group in the word 
clusters the necessity for feature selection automatically 
gets reduced. As lexis of text is brought into a cluster 
whole information of the text gets carried. Where as in 
feature selection there is a possibility to miss any 
information of the text.  
Distributional Clustering Using the IB Method: 
Lexis Clusters formed by the clustering alike words is 
more efficient and easier when compared to feature 
selection [56]. In this new proposed model the common 
structure of Bottleneck a new technique is utilized to 
form the word clusters [53]. IB method traces the fully 
developed pertinent coding or the compact version of 
one variable X, given the joint distribution of two random 
variables P(X, Y), while the mutual information about the 
other variable Y is saved to the extent feasible. In the 
technique used in [53], X denotes the input lexis and 
variable Y denotes the class labels. In addition, they give 
a hierarchical top-down clustering process for 
generating the distributional IB clusters [53]. Initiating 
with one cluster that consists all the input data, the 
clusters divides in iterations with incrementing the 
annealing parameter .  
Observation: Recent developments in the 
techniques of feature clustering and dimension 
reduction are well utilized in the proposed in new model. 
The proposed TC approach combines these new 
advancements with logic-based learning techniques. 
The proposed method is experimented on all training-
testing settings utilizing WebKB data set and on 0NG 
data set. These experiments proved that TC approach is 
more effective than that of SVM-based system. This 
technique of machine learning doesn’t consider the 
semantic, theoretical and relative relations of the texts 
and the new model is tested under the same 
parameters. This is a disadvantage of the new approach 
and the feature research will be done in such a way that 
it recognizes all the semantic, theoretical and relative 
relations of the texts.  
Sun, A. et al [46] opines that classification 
techniques that are utilizing top-down approach are 
competent enough to deal with changes to the category 
trees in text mining. Though these approaches are 
effective one common problem in all these methods is 
Blocking. It means rejection of the texts by the classifiers 
which cannot be sent to the classifiers at lower- levels. 
Thus Sun, A. et al [57] projected three methods to deal 
with the blocking problem, namely, Threshold 
Reduction, Restricted Voting, and Extended 
Multiplicative. The tests carried out utilizing Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers on the Reuters 
collection pointed out that all three projected models 
elaborated beneath could decrease blocking and 
advance the classification accuracy.    
THRESHOLD REDUCTION METHOD (TRM): THROUGH 
The threshold reduction method many a documents can 
be send to the classifiers at the lower level if the sub tree 
classifiers are kept at the lower thresholds. In regular 
HTC, a manuscript  of group is blocked by the sub 
β
id nc
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tree classifier of any predecessor sub tree of 
when . Hence TRM model 
concentrated on providing the right thresholds for sub 
tree classifiers. To provide the right thresholds number 
of thresholds to be considered must be few. It can be 
achieved when all the sub tree classifiers at the same 
time utilize the same threshold value..  
Restricted Voting Method (RVM): In RVM 
methodology, it is made possible that sub tree 
classifiers of a node could get the documents from 
another sub tree classifiers of its grandparent node. This 
is made possible by creating the secondary channels. In 
this method secondary channel associates the 
secondary sub tree classifier or a secondary local 
classifier with the grandparent node thus enabling a 
direct connection between a node and its grandparent. 
 Categorizes articles that are approved by the sub-
tree classifier or the secondary sub-tree classifier (if it 
exists) connected with ci-2.  Accepts a document dj 
if . Correspondingly, a secondary 
local classifier  is connected with each leaf node  
and classifies articles approved by the sub-tree 
classifier or the secondary sub-tree classifier connected 
with the grandparent node. ‘ ’ accepts a document dj 
if . In TRM the thresholds of the sub 
tree classifiers are similar to the thresholds of the 
secondary classifiers. In RVM, though the secondary 
sub-tree (local) classifier and the sub-tree (local) 
classifier associated with a node are given the same 
decision task, they are trained with diverse sets of 
training articles.  
Extended Multiplicative Method (EMM): The 
extended multiplicative method is an extension of the 
multiplicative method projected by Dumais and Chen 
[58]. The proposed new model will be able to handle 
category trees with more levels, where as the source 
method is limited only to the 3 level category trees. Like 
STTD, EMM links a local classifier with each leaf node 
and a sub-tree classifier with each non-leaf node. Let 
nc  be a leaf node at level n and the parent node be cn-1. 
An article id  is given to nc  if 
( 1)1
( ) ( . )
n nn j n j c
P c d P c s d θ
−−
× ≥ , indicates a 
threshold. Likewise, id  can be taken by the sub-tree 
classifier connected with cn-1 if
( . ) ( . )1 2 ( 1)( 2)P c s d P c s dn j n j cn n nθ× ≥− − − − . Thresholds are 
derived akin to those in TRM. EMM, in future research 
can be developed to reflect on the possibilities of more 
than two levels [10]. 
 
Observation: The challenge of Blocking in 
hierarchical text classification is mainly targeted in the 
proposed new model. Top-down approach is used to 
resolve the blocking problem. To differentiate the degree 
of blocking, we have established blocking factor as a 
new kind of classifier-centric performance measure. As 
a solution to the blocking challenge three methods were 
put forward namely, threshold reduction, restricted 
voting, and extended multiplicative methods. Of all the 
techniques restricted voting model is effective in 
bringing down the Blocking problem and has proved to 
be the best in terms of F1M measure too. But the 
disadvantage of this technology is it requires more 
classifiers thus demanding more time for training. 
Though they are few advantages, all the said models are 
not effective in summing-up the given document. 
Furthermore even these new models depend on term 
and document frequency and are unable to consider the 
contextual and semantic relations of the text. Thus 
further research will be focused on developing a model 
which recognizes semantic, conceptual and contextual 
relations of the texts thus enabling an effective precision. 
 
Text categorization methods that are utilizing machine 
learning techniques to bring on manuscript classifiers 
face a problem with very high computational costs that 
sometimes rise exponentially in the number of features 
because of the usage of the example manuscripts those 
can be part of the multiple classes. As a remedy to 
these raising costs, Sarinnapakorn, K et al[47] proposed 
a “baseline induction algorithm” which will be exclusively 
used for sub sets of features, where a set of classifiers 
are united. Along with the above said solutions 
Sarinnapakorn, K et al[47] proposed one more 
technique i. e alternative fusion techniques for the 
classifies that send back both class labels and 
confidences in these labels. This technique is developed 
from the Dempster-Shafer Theory. 
 
 
Fig. 2 :
 
We study a classification system where a simple 
mechanism based on the DST fuses the “testimories” of 
several subclassifiers that have been obtained by 
running a BIA on different feature subsets
 
,ic s nc
.( . , ) 0ii j c sc s dτ θ =
.ic s
τ ′
.ic s
τ ′
.( . , ) 1ii j c sc s dτ θ′ ′ =
cτ ′ c
cτ ′
.( , ) 1ij c sc dτ θ′ ′ =
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Sarinnapakorn, K et al [47] examined a 
methodology that unites the outcome of a set of sub 
classifiers which are stimulated by a BIA every time from 
the same training examples depicted by a different 
feature subset. Each feature symbolizes the frequency 
of lexis. 
Text categorization architecture is explained 
with picture in Fig 2. Whenever the example x is 
classified, the ranking function if (x; l) is given as an 
output by the ith classifier. Perfect real class labels of an 
example can be achieved by a methodology which can 
unite these out puts in such a way that it brings out a set 
Y ⊂  Y.  
Every run of BIA stimulates a sub classifier that, 
for article x and class label l, returns f(x; l)  (- , ) 
that measures the sub classifier’s confidence in l (higher 
f(x; l) designates higher confidence). A fusion 
methodology is required to unite these suggestions and 
confidence values. The instruction standardizes the 
function f(x;1) so as to ensure that its values commence 
in between the range of [0, 1]. If suppose range 1 is 
considered, the alteration between f(x;1) and the least 
belief of the classifier of any random label is elucidated, 
the resulting solution is then partitioned based on the 
high count obtained in the outputs of the sub-classifier. 
This is particularly done to ensure that the changed 
values can be considered as degrees of confidence, 
where values nearing 1 replicate their confidence in 1 
while values nearing 0 replicate their robust incredulity in 
1.  
Step 2 utilizes the changed confidence values in 
the estimations of the BBAs that are closely related to 
the class labels. Refer the appendix for valid evidence 
that masses just estimated fulfill the requirements in (1). 
The Dempster-Shafer rule of arrangement is to blend the 
mass values restored by the various sub classifiers for 
all the four specified opportunities mentioned in every 
available class label.  
Observation: Sarinnapakorn, K et al [47] 
designated a methodology to tackle forbidden 
computational charges of text-classification schemes 
wherein every individual file fits in the multiple classes at 
that point of time. The designated model specifically 
deals with the orientation mechanisms, whose training 
period increases in a linear fashion in accordance with 
the multiple features that are utilized for depicting critical 
hurdles in the case of text files. The feature called 
observation that the sub classifier amalgamation results 
in typical bursting of specialized computational 
reduction, exploiting the fact that the performance that 
was accomplished earlier can be still enhanced. The 
enhancement may probably occur if the chosen 
characteristic-selection mechanism utilizes provoked 
sub classifiers who harmonize amicably. The chosen 
box was a black one and hence the exact featured 
option of the BIA was not considered seriously.  
Bell, D. A. et al [48] claims those results prove 
otherwise stating various text differentiation 
methodologies present various results. He also 
prescribed a methodology for merging the classifiers. 
Various techniques like support vector machine (SVM). 
Nearest fellow neighbors (kNN) and Rocchio were 
researched upon to unite the effects of two or more 
various categorization techniques in accordance with a 
sequential line of attack. A more refined version of the 
tactic to be employed is explained as follows: 
Utilization of various confirmation techniques 
employs merging mechanisms like Dempster’s rule or or 
the orthogonal sum [14] to resolve the Data Information 
Knowledge fusion issue. A more conventional way to 
substantial motive of explanation depends on the 
concept of statistical methodologies to present 
indicative assurance ie. The Dempster-Shafer (D-S) 
hypothesis that utilizes the quantitative data extracted 
from the classifiers.  
Evidence Theory: The D-S hypothesis is an 
efficient technique realized for surviving the tentative 
expressions implanted in the confirmatory issues that 
are precariously used in the reasoning methods and it 
best ensembles with conclusion-based actions. This 
hypothesis is often considered as a simplification of 
Bayesian probability hypothesis by assisting in issuing a 
rational presentation for lack of evidence as also by 
abandoning the irrelevant and inadequate reasoning 
standards. A reasoning technique is devised as bits of 
evidence and specialize them to a stern formal 
mechanism so as to draw assumptions from a 
undisclosed evidence where it is expressed in the form 
of evidential functions. Few functions that are used 
frequently are mass functions, belief functions, doubt 
functions and plausibility functions. All these functions 
express the same data as the others.  
Categorization-Specific Mass Function: The 
designated model contemplates the issue of calculating 
degrees of principle for the proof deduced from the text 
classifiers and the varied exact delineations of mass and 
belief terms for this specific field and then blend number 
of pieces of proofs to arrive at a conventional decision.  
The 2-Points Focused Combination Method: Suppose 
that there exists a set of training data and a set of 
algorithms, where every individual algorithm produces 
one or more classifiers depending on the selected 
training set of data and then merge various outputs of 
various classifiers depending on the same testing files 
using Dempster’s rule of merging to prepare the 
ultimate classification verdict.  
Observation: Bell, D. A. et al [48] proposes a 
unique mechanism for presenting outputs obtained from 
various classifiers. A focal element triplet can be 
converted to a focal element quarter by expanding it. A 
consequential methodology implemented for a number 
of classifiers depending on the new structure was 
scrutinized as also modus operandi used for calculating 
∈ ∞ ∞
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triplets and quartets can be gained by evaluating the 
modus operandi implemented to gain values of other 
focal elements. The organization and related techniques 
and mechanisms invented in this experiment yield 
practical results for data evaluation and is quite unique 
to formulate. The designated model stipulates the 
responsibility of text content relational features like 
contextual and conceptual to incorporate results from 
various classifiers.  
VI. Conclusion 
This paper focuses on investigating the 
utilization of Machine learning mechanisms for 
ascertaining text classifiers and tries to generalize the 
specific properties of the recent trends in learning 
techniques with text data and recognize whether any of 
the stipulated models cited recently in current literature 
are judged as text analogous in terms of semantic, 
conceptual and contextual format. It is apparent from 
the statistics obtained that least count of models has 
been insinuated in recent times, focusing largely on 
reducing the computational density of the machine 
learning forms to enhance competence. Concerning 
recent literature, no recent work has been devised to 
focus on managing coherency of the files already 
classified.  
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